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Julie Garwood triumphed with her phenomenal For the Roses and her #1 New York Times

bestselling trio of novels, One Pink Rose, One White Rose, and One Red Rose. Now, she brings

her irresistible and heartwarming wit to a delightful love story featuring the unforgettable frontier

family, the Claybornes of Blue Belle, Montana.Cole Clayborne had always walked a dark path and

flirted with a life of crime. While his three brothers chose to settle into married life, Cole rebelliously

refused to be tied down. Now, an elusive stranger draws him into a shadowy chase that will bring

unexpected turns to his uncertain futureÃ¢â‚¬â€•and may determine which side of the law the

restless Cole favors.A tragic, heartbreaking loss drives U.S. Marshal Daniel Ryan on a quest for

vengeanceÃ¢â‚¬â€•and leads him to a beautiful young woman, the sole witness to a terrible crime.

But the lawman finds that love is the greatest trial of all as he unwittingly draws her into the line of

fire. The power and drama of their blossoming passion, entwined with the surprising destiny of the

wayward Cole, make Come the Spring a superbly entertaining adventure inside the heart of "a

family whose love and loyalty will truly inspire" (Romantic Times).
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Cole Clayborne has been tricked into accepting a badge and the title of U.S. Marshal by Sheriff

Marshall Ryan. He would refuse the badge if he could, but the Blackwater Gang is up to no good

and Cole feels compelled to help. Sheriff Ryan has been chasing the gang for two years--ever since

they murdered his wife and daughter during a bank robbery--and he needs Cole to help him solve



the case. When the Rockford Falls bank is robbed, only one witness is left alive. Terrified by the

ordeal, the lone survivor won't come forward to testify; Cole and Daniels's only clue to her identity is

a list that includes the names of three women who conducted business at the bank that afternoon.

Is the eyewitness the beautiful, aristocratic Rebecca James or the exquisitely lovely Grace

Winthrop? Could it be the seductive Jessica Summers? Somehow, Cole and Daniel have to keep

the three women safe while solving the bank robberies and tracking down the killers. But the biggest

danger of all may be the threat of losing their hearts to one of the beautiful women. --This text refers

to an alternate Audio CD edition.

Wondering what happened to the Claybournes, who hit the best sellers list in three separate titles

this summer after making a splash with a television movie broadcast last April? Wonder no more.

Garwood wraps up their story in this handy conclusion.Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information,

Inc. --This text refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.

This story line fills in the gaps regarding the ancestry of later characters. I enjoyed the sense of

humor between the main male characters. The book came prior to the promised date and was a

steady read.

This is by far one of the best from this author. Quick paced, but I wish more detail. The plot is good,

interesting and well thought out. Wish there were more, the best for last!

Loved the concluding stories of the brothers

I thought this book was the best. Just knew that Cole was going to find a woman that was truly

special. Jessica ran him a great chase and who couldn't fall in love with Caleb. Daniel was a

surprise and a joy to get to know. I think Ms. Garwood saved the best for last..

I have all her books and loved this one just as much as all the other ones.

Excellent read!

Cole's finally caught up to Marshal Daniel Ryan and gotten his golden compass back, only to be

made a Marshal himself against his will and drawn into Ryan's search for a band of bank robbers



known as the Blackwater Gang. The confusion over which of the three women was the real witness

to the robbery was comical at times. I thought the mystery was a bit predictable, but enjoyable all

the same, and the story reminded me a bit of the Buchanan-Renard Series, which features Cole's

descendant, Noah Clayborne. The two couples, Cole and Jessica as well as Daniel and Grace, had

great chemistry and it was fun to watch them get to know each other. Definitely my favorite book of

the series!

Re-reading some of her earlier books and remembering how much I enjoy her. Enjoy all of her

books. Thank you.
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